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Abstract: The energy technology future of the United States is clouded by two major
uncertainties: our future energy demand and the seriousness and urgency of the greenhouse
effect and of other environmental, health, and safety problems. These uncertainties require
a broad-based approach in meeting present energy needs. Any effort to match long-term
energy needs mandates a multidisciplinary research and development effort to focus on
end-use technologies.

Within the past year, Oak Ridge National Laboratory completed a comprehensive study
titled Energy Technology R&D: What Could Make a Difference? Led by
associate laboratory director Bill Fulkerson, the ORNL team began the review with the
belief that such a review would assist in establishing priorities for energy R&D. A second
objective of the review was self-education and, thereby strengthen our position to help
solve the energy problems of the nation and the world through R&D. Although the initial
intent was to serve the needs of ORNL's senior managers, a great deal of insight, advice,
and information on technology R&D progress and promise was received from colleagues
around the country. Most recently, the study was submitted to the Secretary of Energy for
his consideration in developing a National Energy Strategy.

Because many of you have a great understanding of our national energy situation, a brief
review of energy consumption statistics will suffice. Over the past 16 years, the overall
demand for energy in the United States grew modestly. In 1989, energy use was 9%
greater than it was in 1973, yielding an average annual growth rate of about 0.5%.
Economic output, by contrast, has grown about 2.6% annually. With a growing
population, per capita energy use declined, falling at an average growth rate of -0.5% per
year.

Energy consumption is divided among the end-use economic sectors about evenly, with
roughly one-third accounted for by industry, another one-third by transportation, and the
remainder by the residential and commercial sectors combined. The generation,
transmission, and distribution of electricity for consumption by the end-use sectors
accounted for about 35% of the total "primary" energy demand. Two-thirds of electricity
use was concentrated in the residential and commercial sectors. In the transportation
sector, petroleum products met 97% of the sector's energy needs. Altogether,
transportation accounted for more than 60% of our nation's total consumption of oil.
Another 25% of the oil was used by the industrial sector.

In contrast to the overall demand for energy, demand for electricity increased at an average
annual rate of about 2.7%, slightly exceeding the annual growth rate of the GNP. The



greatest sources of electricity growth were found in the commercial and residential sectors
of the economy, in which electricity demand grew at 3.8% and 2.9% annually. The
demand for transportation fuels has grown at an annual rate of 0.7% despite significant
increases in the number of vehicle miles driven. Growth in fuel demand was slowed in
part by major gains in motor vehicle fuel economy. Average efficiency of all passenger
cars on the road, as measured by average miles traveled per gallon, increased over 40%.

Our economy is based on multiple fuel usage, and consumption by energy sector is also
diverse. There have been many attempts at writing financial incentives into law to
encourage or discourage use of forms of energy. Although I haven't calculated this
precisely, it is possible that many of these incentives have a half-life of less than one
administration. For the long term, any plan of action must have a strong research
component that will provide scientific and technical solutions to our future energy needs. It
is for reasons such as this that ORNL performed this study.

Both technical direction and promise were considered in trying to determine "what could
make a difference." For instance, can significant technological advances be made within a
reasonable time and cost? Which national objectives can be achieved by R&D that
significantly improves an energy technology? Looking at both national and international
objectives, the ORNL team tried to determine what could make a difference for the nation
as a whole, regardless of who sponsored the research. Energy technologies and
crosscutting areas of science and technology were reviewed. Energy technologies include
end uses for each sector of the economy; the primary fuel sources, both fossil and
nonfossil; and energy carriers, such as electricity. Crosscutting areas of science and
technology were those judged to have a significant impact on energy technology and
included materials; biotechnology; microelectronics, computing, and sensing; combustion;
separations; effluent management; management and decision making. A time horizon of SO
years was used for consideration of needs and technologies, so current and near-term needs
were examined, as well as technologies that might not become available for decades.

Clearly, there is no perfect energy source. Certain liabilities are associated with each. A
source may have a limited resource base (as do oil and natural gas), may cause significant
environmental damage (as does coal), may pose safety concerns (nuclear), may be very
expensive (solar), or may require action by many people to be implemented widely
(efficiency improvements). (Although efficiency improvements are not energy sources
they reduce the demand for the primary sources.) Each energy R&D option was evaluated
against six categories for reducing these liabilities and improving the system: energy
significance (i.e., the amount of energy produced or saved); economics and international
competitiveness; environmental, safety, and health impacts; energy security in terms of oil;
social impacts (i.e., the influence of the technology on the social infrastructure and its
acceptability to the public and the investment community); and impacts on less-developed
countries.

Well, what did the study reveal? The report included 50 options, however I will mention
only those most relevant to nuclear fission and fusion, and to building efficiency.

In the area of nuclear fission, light-water reactor technology can be improved. A
substantial energy contribution can come from increased availability of existing plants and
improved public acceptance from incident-free, high-productivity operations. Advanced
LWR technology could reduce cost and incorporate passive safety features.

Modular high temperature gas reactors have an advanced concept that features passive
safety and should enhance public acceptance. The MHTGRS may have a standardized
modular design and have the potential for very high efficiency and process heat



applications. They could be crucial to solving environmental concerns including reduction
of carbon dioxide emissions.

The liquid metal fast breeder reactor is an important option for ensuring long-term fuel
supply. The urgent need for this reactor will increase if concern about the greenhouse
effect leads to large-scale nuclear deployment. Its passive safety features need to be
proven, as does its capability to reduce long-lived radioactive waste..

Management of radioactive waste is a deep public concern. Plans based on public
participation and consensus need to be implemented both for public health and as a
prerequisite to a revival of the nuclear power industry.

Fusion power is an inexhaustible, carbon dioxide-free energy source with the potential for
relatively small environmental impacts. It will require a long development program, but it
should provide several valuable spinoffs. Magnetic fusion R&D has a history of being
international in character. The fissile fuel breeder has promise as a device that uses fusion
technology to produce fuel for fission reactors.

In the building efficiency sector, improvements in both electric and gas-fired heat pumps
have the potential for major gains in efficiency. New developments in the lighting have
already produced bulbs and fixtures that can reduce energy needs for lighting, and
technologies are now being developed that could reduce lighting energy requirements by
more than 50%. Smart control systems and sensors allow for a precise determination of
energy needs and offer the opportunity to reduce excess energy use. Heat losses in
building envelopes can be reduced sharply by using advanced materials and a systems
design. If predictions of energy savings can be improved along with studies of the effects
of how a building's occupants affect energy use, cost-effective retrofits of existing
buildings will become more commonplace.

In the R&D process, new technologies are built on the foundation created by basic science
research. The crosscutting technologies are intermediate between basic and applied
research. The new technologies created by crosscutting R&D may find applications in
many different energy technologies. I would like to mention several areas that are among
the most promising.

Advanced materials may affect virtually every aspect of energy supply and use.
Superconductors are the most dramatic new development, but successful applications
depend on new materials with properties such as ductility and machinability. The lack of
appropriate high temperature materials has always been the limiting factor on the efficiency
of automobile engines and electric generating equipment Materials with improved
resistance to corrosion and erosion, especially at high temperatures, are essential for gas
turbines fired by fuels with paniculate matter or for hot gas cleanup in coal gasification.
High-strength, lightweight materials would be particularly useful in transportation and
probably in other applications as well. Problems in energy storage relate to materials,
especially for advanced batteries, thermal storage, and metal hydrides, as well as
superconducting coils. Disposal of nuclear and other toxic wastes also depends largely on
materials for containment, although better understanding of geological formations also is
important. Better fundamental understanding of coupled materials will lead to materials by
design (i.e., the knowledge to fabricate materials - composites, alloys, plastics, and
ceramics - that exhibit the properties needed for specific applications).

Another crosscutting area is decision making and management research which is
particularly important for questions involving social risk. An understanding of the way
people come to different perceptions can help in program development and conflict



resolution. One key area may involve the response if carbon dioxide is confirmed as a
major problem. Because an unprecedented level of worldwide cooperation would be
required, a better understanding of international decision-making processes which may be
invoked to resolve global environmental issues could be particularly useful in focusing
R&D on conflict- and policy-relevant aspects of these issues. An effective strategy for
moderating the rate of greenhouse change as well as relieving the stress on oil and gas
markets, would be the adoption of more energy-efficient technologies. Encouraging
billions of people to adopt energy-efficient technologies will require considerable research
into how people decide on investments in energy savings. Too little is known about the
barriers to more complete and rapid market penetration of such technologies. Not only are
market barriers and failures not well understood, but also the effectiveness of various
policies which might improve adoption is only beginning to be measured. Decision making
in organizations, such as for utility least-cost planning, is a related subject.

Two major uncertainties about the energy future complicate the selection of an appropriate
energy technology R&D agenda. One is the growth of demand for fossil fuels, particularly
oil and gas. As population and wealth grow, the demand for energy services will increase.
The experience of the last 16 years has shown that economic growth can occur without an
increase in the demand for primary energy sources. This is possible if the efficiency with
which energy services are delivered increases sufficiently or if shifts occur in the industrial
sector toward less energy-intensive products and processes. The second uncertainty is
environmental. We do not know the extent to which environmental, health, and safety
problems may cause the curtailment of particular energy sources or uses.

Potentially the most serious of these problems is the greenhouse effect, caused by
increasing concentrations of carbon dioxide and other infrared-absorbing gases in the
atmosphere. If the consequences of the greenhouse effect become serious, the impact on
the energy system may be profound. Three different circumstances were considered which
might imply different requirements for energy technology R&D. One circumstance is
based on high efficiency and low oil usage. The second circumstance of increasing
primary energy demand results if the first circumstance is not obtained. The third
circumstance results in severe restrictions on fossil fuel use because of environmental,
safety, or health concerns.

A balanced energy technology R&D strategy must seek to provide a variety of new and
improved technologies which form a robust set, in the sense that tb jy help achieve or cope
with the energy futures suggested in die three possible future circumstances. The strategy
should also help solve some of the existing or imminent problems with the energy system
and should promote new opportunities not yet dreamed of. The broad elements of the
strategy are (1) improving the efficiency and flexibility (fuel switching capacity) of energy
use and conversion technologies; (2) improving fossil fuel sources by implementing
technologies which reduce environmental, health, and safety impacts and which extend and
improve the availability and flexibility of our national resources; (3) developing and
improving technologies for nonfossil and nuclear sources; and (4) developing relevant
areas of science and technology such as those crosscutting areas that I mentioned.

Progress in all of these areas is essential to the continuing health of our energy system.
None should be neglected, and the relative emphasis will change among the areas as
circumstances change. Our R&D strategy bears a striking resemblance to what the country
is already doing. This possibly indicates that what may have appeared to be an unfocused
collection of R&D efforts is quite responsive to our nation's needs. The ORNL study
estimated that an annual increase of energy R&D on the order of $1 billion is needed to
increase our energy options. This is equivalent to approximately 20 to 30% of government
and private research in these areas. For instance, we can not cope with immediate



reductions of energy from fossil sources.' Nonfossil sources are just not adequate,
including nuclear power which is the only nonfossil source that could be mobilized at
sufficient scale and reasonable cost to offset the growth of fossil fuel use. From this point
of view, the nation's R&O agenda is neither adequate nor balanced. A much greater effort
is needed to develop and improve nonfossil sources and to improve the efficiency and
economics of end-use technologies.

I am pleased that President Bush and Secretary of Energy Watkins have initiated discussion
of a National Energy Strategy. The hearings and other public input will provide a broad
forum for discussing R&D priorities. Only through national and international interchanges
of this type can we continue our planning for the 21st century.


